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New horror zombie games

Horror games don't often share the spotlight with major AAA titles, despite telling some of the most unique stories in video games. Although you'll find more horror games on PC, the PS4 still offers a wealth of spooks and scares. Here are our best PS4 horror games, with everything from Bloodborn to The Inside. Most of
the titles below are running simulator games with less in the way of bus mechanics. The story is the focus for the majority of this guide, so if you're looking for a little more action, be sure to check out our list on the best PS4 games as a whole. Supervisor Bloober's team inciting the troubles of Cyberpunk 2077's delay, the
Observer drops players in the slums of 2084 Krakow, Poland. The game is more well rounded with its wide cybernetic world, a mind-boggling narrative that has two different endings, and a cast that includes Blade Runner alum Rutger Hauer. After a secret phone call from his long-lost son, Daniel Lazarski is headed to
the tenant building slums of Class C, where a mysterious murder case unfolds involving a severed head, a group of anti-corporate terrorists, and a dangerous cybernetic monster. As an observer of the Fifth Polish Republic, Daniel is the most well-equipped person to resolve the case. Using his trusty technique and bio-
vision implants, he can detect various forms of evidence faster than the naked eye. Also, his extra Dream Eater abilities allow him to plug in any victim or witness to experience his memories. The observer is kept apart from all the rest of the best cyberpunk games not only for its original narrative but also for the endless
cast of characters who build the Class C building. Outlasts are exemplary of both Outlast and Outlast II horror video games. Like many of the best survival games, in both iterations the player has no weapons and should experience the world through a video camera, paying tribute to the cult classic Blair Witch. Despite
the first one relatively high-top story involving a psych ward and an MK Ultra cover-up, its sequel only revived the narrative through a helicopter crash survivor and his quest to save his wife from a dangerous backwoods cult. With an upcoming VR experience on the way, titled Outlast Test, it's best time to dive into these
interactive found footage creations. Even left underrated to Bandai Namco and forget the past, even survival is a narrative staple in horror gaming. Although the game uses an enormous amount of jump scares across the playthrough, they are used in such a way that evokes the mainstay of the story: conflicting memories
and challenges of recall. From the start of the game, it's unclear everything Cole considers Black is real on the surface. The player is provided with a phone with different approaches such as infrared and surface tracking, as well as a silent pistol. Get harkens on likes and results too. Players Dive deep into Cole's
memories as They begin to learn the deep mysteries and terrible realities that surround her story. While it may have been released back in 2017, even still get video game horror examples through an original narrative and eternal themes on how our options eventually shape who we are, which in the end can never be
changed. Madness Funcom's Moons is the perfect blend of cosmic horror enthusiasts, Moons of Madness Soma and event horizons. Rock Pocket and Dreamloop Games developed a masterpiece of interactive Lovecraftian horror, sending players to the Crimson planet as a troubled astronaut named Shane Newhart. The
story takes place in the fictional universe of funcom's secret world, with the aforementioned game Orochi Playing a Big Role in The Moons of Group Madness. While IGN may have given it a despicable 5/10 review score, this cosmic horror experience is still worthy of many long of ever descending madness it offers so
eloquently. Amnesia: Dark Descent Friction Game not only revered as one of the best PS4 horror games but among the best horror games of all time, Dark Descent takes players down a path of finale and horrific madness. Amnesia, as the name implies, tells the story of a amnesia named Daniel, who has woken up in a
castle with no recollection of how he got there. The deeper he sonters in the intestines of Brenenberg Castle, the more his brain begins to unravel. Given the scary atmosphere of the survival of the game, players have no other option but to escape various enemy creatures, the main of them are now iconic collectors.
These monsters aren't the only terror lurking in the dark, as so efficiently proven by the conscience meter of the game, the ever-descending madness is to draw attention to Daniel as the story progresses. Much like Outlast, Amnesia remains a staple in the horror genre. Despite the relatively lacklustre sequel, A Machine
for Pigs, the series has consistently inspired various creations since its 2010 debut and, with the upcoming sequel Reincarnation slated for an autumn 2020 release, it's the perfect time to once more lose itself in the corrupt darkness of Brainburg Castle. Home Sweet Home Pongtham Nantpan Brought to life by Thai
folklore, Home Sweet Home is an awesome horror adventure that uses myths and legends as its driving mode of terror. The story tracks Tim on a quest to find his wife, who has suddenly disappeared after a disturbing revelation. As Tim dives deep into the mystery that similarly plagued his wife, even if he would get lost
and forgotten in an intriguing web of angry ghosts. Home Sweet Home is often overlooked, mainly due to its indie status, yet it is what makes it so luxurious. The communication of Thai intrigue broadens the little experience. The only downside to the game is the extremely limited playtime. Still, the Yggdrazil group
created a horror masterpiece, one that even created a sequel, which unfortunately is only available on Steam of. Everyone is gone The excitement the Chinese room has gone for all the relaxed excitement of the best PS4 horror game except for what sets everyone excitedly lacks a dark and tortured atmosphere.
Instead, these concepts are brought to life and so will be the whole adventurer in the game through the lost inhabitants of small English city players. The story follows the aftermath of an euphoria-like event, similar to a video game version of HBO Leftovers. The player should interact with various objects of light and
floating orbs to progress through the narrative by learning what brought about the disappearance of an entire city. While it may lean more towards adventure and art-at-home gaming, the variety of dark and disturbing stories learned from the immense discovery only completely and completely sharpens the reality of being
alone. Like Soma outlast and amnesia before, Soma is a testament to the power of horror gaming. With themes that harken on consciousness and humanity, it's certainly not a game for the faint of heart. After waking up in an underwater facility, Simon Jarrett should highlight not only the reasons for his being there, but
also for his survival. The player is only dependent on stealth and puzzle solving in order to fully progress through the bonkers story, which will eventually leave speechless players in its devastating culmination. What soma such an immediate success was not only the expertly crafted gameplay and narrative but also a
fantastic marketing campaign that gave potential players the right dose of insight and intrigue. Within the tango gameworks designed by Shinji Mikami, evil and published by Bethesda, The Evil in and its sequel is the horrors of existence that dispel the traditional first-person perspective. Instead, players are graced by the
fluid action of Sebastian Castellanos, the lead detective for Krimson City Police. After a routine investigation of a brutal mass murder, the detective, along with his police counterparts, Julie Kidman and Joseph Oda, inadvertently falls into an otherworld dimension, not unlike His Otherworld of Silent Hill. It's here where
Sebastian is different from his team and will have to find a way not only to get them back but also to avoid the monstrous realm. Both within evil and in its sequel generated praise for a variety of game concepts, the main of them is its innovation of the horror genre and the meshing of the narrative with gameplay to keep
players focused on the action. Inside Playdead is intended for younger audiences, yet it still interprets the horror experience through extracts of puzzle platforming. It comes through the creators of Limbo, yet another puzzle-platformer that draws on horror tropes to enliven the experience and add a new twist to the genre.
Inside, players control a young boy in a dystopian world, solving puzzles to progress through different levels and areas connected to this limbo-like reality. Plaid's skillfully crafted terror The game is a well-rounded experiment that pays not only praise but also various theories to mobilize as the nature of your story. Who is
the boy? Where exactly is he traveling to and from? The open nature of the inside narrative only boosts the experience up. Those who live camel 101 scheduled for its PS4 release on May 15, are like a spiritual successor to those who live and Silent Hill. Given its ground adventure mechanics with the dark and bleak
atmosphere that surrounds it, Camel 101 game is a breathtaking new way of experiencing interactive terror. As revealed in a polygonal feature, Camel 101 founders and brothers Bruno and Ricardo Castero clearly state those who are not particularly a horror game, but structured with results as a driving theme for
psychologically stressful and atmospheric adventure. The legend of those who live tracks edward turner's investigation into the whereabouts of a missing woman. The case draws him into a dark and, at first, seemingly desolate Washington town called Dormont. In the city, the distortions of unknown scope keep an eye
on the hero at every turn. It may not be a horror game in the eyes of its creators. Still, any horror fanatic automatically cancels suddenly from the software to glimpse many aspects reminiscent of Silent Hills PT Bloodborn if hardship is a measure of greatness, so Bloodborne is the greatest PS4 game you'll ever play as it
all might require your time and effort. The software, known for its love affair with creating extraordinarily traumatic experiences like Monster Souls and Sekiro, brought this thriller to life. Bloodborne is a Lovecraftian-style action RPG set in the deteriorating city of Yahrnam. The city's population turns into brainwashed,
dangerous monsters, on a massive transition of a mysterious plague. Making your mission to reverse the downward spiral in the dark before it's too late, making you, as the hero, come to find this awesome scene. While this may not be particularly scary, Bloodborn still lists several scary tropes that place it entirely on this
list. The various creatures and creatures that live in an exceptionally wide world are particularly fierce. Bloodborn is arguably the most challenging title among the top PS4 horror games. It's a challenge well worth the effort as you experience a fascinating plot with striking imagination. If you're a lover of horror you don't
want to miss the games that PS4 has to offer. If your top pick for gaming is anything but scary, the PS4 offers everything from horror to heart to funny games with lots of action and no soul (in a good way). These games round up our best favorites for disturbing storylines, unlucky or frightening characters all out, blood
graphics. Whether it's because you can't stop playing or creepy narratives make you shop for a new night, these games are bound to keep you through the hour. Editors' Recommendations Recommendations
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